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BIRTH CONTROL VIEWS VARY
McDonald Library Dedicated;
:Malik Gives Keynote Address

By NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

About three weeks ago, the "National Catholic Reporter" pub1ished the position papers prepare~ by the
Papal Commission on Birth Control. The majorJty stand
favored some form of artifical contraception.
To sample the Xavier faculty's reaction to these docu·
ments, the News contacted seven Xavier philosophers and
theologians. Their views, which follow, span the full spechum of possible opinions.
• Mr. Alvin C. Marrero, As·
sistant Professor of Philosophy,
t·eacted in this way:

-News (Kelley) Photo

MOST llEV. AllCIIBISBOP KARL ~. ALTER and Rev. John A.
McEvoy, S.J., lead procession through McDonald Memorial Library
during Sunday dedication ceremonies.
·
BJ' JIM ARANDA, Ne'Ws'l\tana&'IQ J:ditor

Xavier Urilversity's McDona:ld Memorial Libi·ary was
'dedicated last Sunday, May 7, despite inclement weather
which forced ceremonies scheduled for the University Mall
into the drab but dry XU Armory.
Amoq tbe vlsltlnc dicnltaries
were tbe Most BevereDd Karl 1•
Alter, Arebblsbop of Clnelnllati:
Bon. Walton H. Baebraeb, Ma:ror
•f Cineinna.it; Bon. .lames A.
abodes, Governor of Oblo: Bon.
a.ar1es Habib Malik, profesaor
of pbllosopby at the Amerlean
1Jnlvenity ef Belra' and tbe
••Y·'s ke;rnote speaker: and tbe
Rev. Mqr. Henr:r 1 • Yocel0

•*·
.,hi.
Presiding over the ceremonies
was

Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, S.J., Academic Vice-Pres•
ident. Xavier University Presi•
dent Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, s,J,, a d d r e s s e d opening
words of welcome to those present.
The Dedication Pl·ogram began
with the blessing of the.· library
building: by Archbishop Alter.
Honorary degrees we•·e con•
tel'l'ed upon Ernest J. Miller, ad-

.m
__i.;.n-is-tr_a_to_r__o_f_t_h_e_C-in-c-in_n_a_t_i
Public Library for the last 20
years; James A. Rhodes, and
Charles H. Malik.
The citation awarded Mr. MilJer read in part as follows: "Cin•
c:innati and Hamilton County
have one of America's great
metropolitan libraries. In two
decades of devoted service and
scholarly leadership, Ernest Mil·
ler has furthered that greatness."
Mr. Miller was presented with
the honorary Degree of Doctor
of Humane Letters by Rev. Rob•
ert w. schmidt, S.J.
The Degree of Doctor of Laws
was conferred upon Ohio's Governor J a m e s A. Rhodes. He
was cited for his "Personal leadership to projects which he believes are for the good of the
State of Ohio. His sincerity is
matched only by his dedication
to the people he serves."
Cbarles Malik, pbiloeopher,
•iplomat, sebolar, and counsellor
to mankind, was awarded the
Depoee ef Doetor of Laws by Dr.
Raymond F. McCoy. Part of the
eitatlon read, "As a native and
representative of one of th~
IIDlallest republics in the world,
be bas, by the brilliance of his
mind and tbe persuasiveness of
Ills ar&"ument, eommanded the
attention and respect of the
powerful tribunals of his atre."
A summary of Dr·. Malik's address "Elements of Hope" will
be found inside.

Peace Vigil

GOV. JAMES A. aBODES
• •• receives honorary degree
from XU President O'Connor.

A community vigil at Bellarmine Chapel will pray for peace
and the nation next Monday at
1:30.
Ten minutes of individualized
"'itness will be followed by a few
remarks by Mr. Kenneth P. Feit,
s. J., an advocate of actualized
~h~·!~.t!al:lo .~9ve.

"I find the statement of those
who are alleged to e~press the
majority view to be much the
more satisfactory of the two
documents published. In fact,
were I a proponent of what is
called the ~Conservative' view,
I would find myself somewhat
disappointed in the 'minority'
statement. It represents a style of
discourse and mode of argumentation which certainly elicits little support for the convictions it
intends to express. Its main contention is that 'this is what the
Church· has always taught'-certainly a strong argument, except that the sense in· which
this is to
taken Is one of the
points at issue. Secondly, it attempts a refutation of what are
alleged to be ·the arguments of
those who would hold that contraceptive acts are not intrinsically evil. And this part of the
statement I find very unsatisfactory, even judged as sheer
argument. In general, the negative tone of the whole statement
is not well calculated to win adherents, but pet·haps this could
n:ot be helped, in view of what
they must have estimated their
task to be•

be

"The 'majority' statement I
find excellent in many respects.
It makes, I believe, an authentic
and meaningful use of the Con·stitutions of Vatican II as well
as of other documents expressing tradition. It is, it seems to
me, an admirable effort to uphold the values which tradition
is meant to sustain, and to find
and maintain these values in the
context of present factual knowledge and present situations. It
expresses a sense of the requirements of the order· of concrete
existence to which moral judgment is directed, and therefore
exemplifies what prudence (that
much maligned, but most central of moral virtues) demands:
a clear apprehension of the realities of human action."
• Another Professor wbo sought
anonymity revealed the follow•
lng reaetlon: "Some have obJected to thk publir.ation of 'prh•ate'
documents. Others reply that the
mentali&y wbich insists upon the
'private' character of deliberation upon 'public' issues cannot
be respected by intelligent men.
The latter, in support of this,
point out that tile U. s. bishops
bave Just proclaimed, 'JUan's
riG"ht to be informed is not a
privlle&"e conferred by any authority, but Is an iJJherent right.'
Therefore, no reasonable purpose
of bumaait:r In aearcb of truth io;
aeryed bJ' eoaeeallnc evldenee

and arnments on debatable Islues. In this light, many today
are asking, 'How k spiritual
maturity reali:aable II tree and
open e x c h a n I' e of ideas is
frustrated by ecclesial agencies
which evidently value unthinkin~r conformity?' n should be
understood t h a t, aecording to
these individuals, the Church's
decisions must ultimately be our
decisions. The Holy Spirit moves
in the whole Church, not Just in
the Pope nor in the Curia, they
ar&"ue. We are being asked to
consider whether we live In an
Impoverished age of mao when
political and moral questions are
a r g u e d and resolved only in
emoke-fUled back rooms, wheth·
er Washington's or the Vatican's.
''It Is elear that the majority
en the birth control commission
eonslders its position to be truer
to the complex: eharacter of human sexuality. The maJority sees
no difficulty in maintaininl' several natural purposes of sex:uoal
activity, as well as the naturaiDess of humaa art and desi~
and invention employed to control the biological processes iu
service to man's total needs. SlmUarly, it is argued that the functioninl' of an organ obviously
ma.y be regulated so as &o realize one of Its natural purposes
and suppress another, when the
total situation of man requires
it. In sum, the majority contends
that we are simply extending to
the sexual area the rationality
always employed in other at•eas
under human control."
• One faculty member, who
preferred to remain anonymous,
indicated endorsement of the lib.eral new view, although he expressed misgivings: "On such a
sacred issue which involves the
relation of man to Christ and
His Church one who accepts the
Church must avoid sensationalistic pressures. I reg1·ct the fact
that the NCR has sensationalized
on such a serious issue.
"llowever, I have always felt
lhat artificial contraception was

not against tbe natural law, thai
eouples were cooperatinl' quite
well with God when they chose
to space their children, wheQ
this was neeessary, lo provide
tbem witb the advantatres neces•
sary for their development."

He agreed with the argument
of the liberal position paper tha'
artifici3l contraceptives represent
a perfection of nature if used
properly.
"I think it is most important
t.hat we are moving away from
the strictly biological approach
to marriage, such as that whicfa
we have had in the past. Existen ..
tial factors arc also of primary
importance. Personal fulfillment
must be emphasized. It is inter•
esting to note that last week the
head of the Orthodox Church re•
stated the traditional stand for
his church members, beautifully
incorporating both biological and
existential aspects of the ques•
tion," he added.

The unidentified faculty mem•
ber placed great emphasis on his
"conservative position on Church
teaching." While admitting that
the meaning of the magisteriui~
and its binding force is one of th~t
big questions of the day, he as•
serted that "faith must take
precedence over reason in this
area. Until the question of in•
fallibility has been resolved here,
the Catholic must submit. It is
not a philosophical but a thco~
logical question. The Christiall
is called to a life of sacrifice and
for now this is one area for it,
"Furthermore, if the magistcriulll
is found to be infallible, we must
accept it."
lie also expressed the vieW'
tl1at the aspect of the questiOI\
lo be considered was not the ef·•
feet a change in teaching would
have on fa.Hh in the Church bu6
the issue itself
• Mr. Thomas J. Magner, As•
sistant Professor of Philosophy,
reacted in these II'Orcls: "I h~w~
made a quiet and persistent ef •
fort to undcrslanrl the world ot
which I am a part in its own
terms. I have not remained quiet
about the effort; on the contrat'Y, I am generally inclined
to rc1•eal its re~ult!' to whoever
will listen. To be blunt, I do not
expect to be caught out !'or a
fool when I eXJ>rcs;; what my
intellect grasps, because I all\
t•cf'lcctively certain lhal my in•
tcllcct is not grasping !11ing:1
(Continued on Page 3)
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Event
Place
1'ime
]
FAST: News Staft'-Grill ..........•.... , ...... Fri .. 2:30 p.m. ,;~
- Clef Club and Band Concert-Univ. CcnteJ' .... Fri., 8:00 p.m. ;~
l\lass Bellarminc .......... , , ................... Sat .. 12 noon iJ

t

°

XU vs. UC-Athletie Ficltl .................... Sal.,
- 1\lasque Theater ..................•........... Sat ..
President's lte\•iew-Stadium .. , ............. Sat.,
· · Variety Show-Armory .......... , , . , .. , •••... Sat.,
Dance and Casino--Armory ••••••.•••.•••.•... Sat.,
Mau-Bellarmine • , ••••••••• , •••••••••• , • , , •• Sa-t.,

f_.
___
;_._·=..·.•.

o

l:OO
3::lo
8:00
9:00
9:30
1:00

p.m.
JJ.m.
11.111.

~
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p.m. _,
~~
p.m. .-,.

a.n1. ~.:q.
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Letters

Editorial

Mystery Student

Vassar, Yale Set Pace:
Co~Educate or Perish!

Smells Rat at
Honors Assembly
'J'O THB &I>ITOR OJ' TUB NEWS:

Taking its cue from an atmouncement by all-girl Vassar
last winter that it was exploring an affiliation with allnlale Yale, "Time" in its issue of last week highlighted
a g-rowing trend toward coeducation among the nation's
colleges and universities: "All across the nation, separatesex schools are rapidly going coed, and some educators
'9ionder whelher colleges that do not go along with the
trend will survive at all."

Ravine just witnessed the annual Honors Qmvocation, I can
ClllJy conclude that it must be renamed. A more ftttinc tlUe would
be Father's Day at Xavier, ·or
better yet, Let's Please the Faculty Day. I'm quite sure that those
present, while perusing through
the program, read the recipienu
of the partial scholarships on
pag~e 12. It seems that 26.2% ot
thE! recipients had very familiar
last names. Could this be pure
chance or do certain outstanding
members of the administration
neEd a pacifier t(l prolong their
stay here at Xavier? The particular scholarships are offered to
"suitable applicants." Is paternal
employment a criterion for suitability? Whose administrativeoffspring will receive an award
next year.
Name Withheld on Request.

"Nowhere in the world. is anyone really making a
powerful argument for separate education any more,"
Insists Vassar President Alan Simpson. Separate education has been termed "an anachronism" by Kenyon College President Franze Edward Lunt.
This week the News would Jike to cast its vote for
Xavier joining the "better coed than dead" movement,
not because of the all-too-familiar argument that "a11 the
Eastern schools are doing it," although. if Yale and Vassar
do arfiliate. six of the "sev~n f;isters" of the East will have
found brothe:rs, at least to a limited extent.
Rather coeducation offers very specific adv~wtages
,.,,l1ich Xavier can also secure for itself. First of all, the
tHimission of girls to a college formerly limited to men,
can be used effectively as a lever to raise admission standards, something which is often talked about and was made
an issue in the recently concluded student council elections here. Specifica11y. would academic standards not
necessarily be raised if Xa\•ier could choose to admit the
cream (for example, 300) of a crop or female applicants
h1 preference to the lowest ranking 300 male applicants?
Another advantage to coeducation is the contribution
which a mixed classroom situation can make to intellectual endeavor. As Webster College Vice President Joseph
Kelly phrases it, "The mix tones up the give and take."
•rhe fact is that males and females do present different
viewpoints and manifest different wayr-; of attacking problems. Classroom discussion limited to one sex thus is really
missing something.
Tn addition. the value in the bringing together of these
complementing approaches goes beyond the classroom.
lt is not only intel1ectually useful for both sexes to ex<·hange ideas, but it is also a valuable preparation for later
life. This would seem to be consistent with Xavier's "Objectives" as stated in the Catalogue. lncluded among them
is the "development of appropriate social attitudes and
habits."
A r·ecent survey by Miami University underscored the
Importance of the role of coeducation as a valuable preparation for married life, and in its article "Time" expresses
the view that Catholic educators "also concede that coeducation provides students with a sounder basis for marriage."

David Riesman hw; been most outspoken fn his condemnation of separate education; and, in the May 6 issue
of "Ave -Maria," l..ouis Putz, C.S.C., enunciates his belief
that it is essential for seminarians "to learn to <:ompete
on the college level wilh men and women who are likewise
becoming educated and trained for other walks of life."
1f it is desirable for even semina1·ians to have this coeducational experience as a means both to their own full perSOJ'al development and as a preparation for the situations
with which they will be dealing later on, certainly the same
t>xperience Rhould not be denied the young man or woman
planning a career in the maiTied state.
A good common sense insight into the advantages of
coeducation in terms of knowledge of the opposite sex wa.s
br·ought to light by the comment recently of one Marquette
student: "It's one thing to see a girl in a dating situation
on Saturday night when she's had all day to get ready,
but it's quite a different experience to see her after she's
just gotten back a big chemistry test she flagged after
stud~·ing an night for it."
The most common objection to coeducation is that
college students will concentrate more on their studies in
a separate sex situation. Upperclassmen who have served
as proctors in dormitories wiJl often directly contradict
this view. As one remarks, "Often enough, when a student
is trying to study but doing so very ineffectively, the problem can be traced to the fact that he hasn't gotten out
for a number of weeks and has 'gone stale.' I've found
that almost all students function more effectively when
they are getting out occasionalJy."
,

Lil\:ewise, the objection that many students would
de\'ote all their time to the opposite sex is not a convincing
one, for those students still manage to do this in the present situalion.
One objection presented in "Time" cannot even be
seriously considered for a moment by any student who
lias spent time in the Xavier Evening College or in any
~oed situation: "In mixed classes you don't really get a
mixed point of view; the men talk, and the women listen."
Among present Xavier students the most commonly
beard objection to coeducation is that it would destroy
some mysterious "Muskie spirit" sacJ'ed to the Xavier tradition. Exactly_ what this spirit. i~. nq one seems able to
explain, but it is often expressed in teJ·ms of yelling loudly
at basketbaJI games. To these objectors it might be pointed out that one of the toughest·home courts in the country,
WithJ'OW Court at Miami, is located very much in the midst
()f a coed situation.

TH£

Tom Gravelle

Notebook

The Catholic University
The Catholic university is terested in both fundamencurrently under attack. tal and supernatural probSome people feel that it is lems. When this description
mediocre at best. Others feel is applied to Catholic eduthat it is a contradiction in cation, an expansion of proterms. As one who has spent grams in phllosophy and
some time in a Catholic uni- theology will follow. Aquinas
versity, I would like to offer has something to tell toa few opinions of my own. day's student, but so does
They will touch on those 'IAo-Tzu, Luther, Bonhoefmentioned above.
fer, a.nd Niebuhr.

•

•

First, I think that the
Catholic university must be
prepared to experiment. If
it simply tries to imitate the
state university, it '9iill fail.
The reason is that the latter
has greater financial resources. But the ~atholic
university has something in
its favor. Because it is private, it need not be as responsive to public opinion
and state legislatures as its
secular counterpart.

The third point I wish to
touch on concerns the place
of the chapel in the Catholic
university. It seems to me
that unless it is central, the
Catholic university might be
neither truly Catholic nor a
true university. When the
chapel is not central, the
school's theological stance
must, by de r au It, spring
f r o m its classroom. :But
eight hours of theology in
an over-crowded classroom
simply does not get the job
done.

•
The Catho1ic university is
in a position to innovate
with regard to the non-economic but socially-sensitive
question of curriculum. It
might try to revitalize the
ratio studiorum, set up a
multiple major, or even offer a non-curriculum. But
whatever the attempt, it is
clear t h a t something is
needed and risk will be involved. •rhe status quo is
said to mean medicority;
and an imitation of the state
university curriculum is selfdefeating.

•
Another point is the need
for a new definition of the
Catholic university. The reason is that this is an ecumenical era. Many students
are looking for a common
denominator r a t h e r than
distinctions. That the theology of a particular church
is taught might not be a
strong seJJing point when
the student is interested in
theology in general and theology as theology. To define the CathoUc university
as a place which represents
the finest thought of the
Catholic . creed might no
longer be enough.

•
It might be better to describe the Catholic university of t o d a y as a place
where questions of theology
and philosophy are taken
seriously, as some men have
already suggested. The reason for this is that the Catholic student, because of his
Jelisioua· upbriD&IDs. • .ia-

•
Also, if the chapel is not
central the Catholic school
might not be a true university because the place where
the brunt of Catholic theologizing should take place is
neglected. As a result, philosophy and theology programs become, to an extent,
training grounds for orthodox Catholics i n s t e ad of
arenas in which fundamental and supernatural questions are approached disinterestedly, which is the
proper approach of the university.

Dr. Dew Congrats
Phil Prof
TO TH!! EDITOR 01' THJ!l NEWS:

I am sincerely 1rateful t b a t
Xavier has men of the quality of
Dr. Robert Ashmore, especially
after the FAST meeting of last
Friday (May 1). He handled a
difficult discussion brilliantly,
with p-eat lood-humor, and with
restraint under sometimes 1reat
provocation. I for one feel pretty
lood about Xavier's future as a
catholic university beeause of a
humber of students and faculty
like Dr. Ashmore. (This is not to
l!&y that I shall not heatedly disagree-with him, today, tomorrow,
and ·in the future.)
Marjorie Dew.

Bookstore Offers
Contest Award
The Xavier Universit7 Book!ltore will have a free drawing
for a Xavier University Crested
Schaeffer Dt!l;k Set vaJued at $30.
All families are invited to enter
their names. You do not have t()
be present for the drawing w
win. Only one entry- per person
but each member of the family
rna;\· enter. Simply come into the
bookstore, fill out a coupon and
drop it in the box. The winner
will be drawn at the close of
Family Day, and the set will be
sent to the borne if not awarded·
in person.
The Bookstore wi11 also be giving away s o u v e n i r books -of
matches. These books will contain 200 lights, have a map of
the campus- with them and pictures of the buildings.

Tueadalfa Ne"'' Otii'TidG.,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF •• ,, •••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••• Je~ha Jt. Gea.
MANAGING EDITOR ••••••••• , •••••• • ••••••••. James C. Aranda
EXECUTIVE EDITOR •••••••••••••••••••••••• Thomas L. Gravelle
.SPORT~ EDITOR ••..••• •• •••••• , •••••••••••. , ... JllbD J. PlOfleill:
ASSOCIATE EDITORS. •••. ••••. •• •• .Michael Hen&OD Paul Mai•
MAKEUP EDITOR ••••• ••••••• •• ••••. •••••. •• ••• ;l'ra~ Sheppard
COPY EDITOR .•••••••••••••••••••• •• ••••••• •• •• •• •• James Enp)
EDITORIAL EDITOR •••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• Ton7 Lane
EVENING DIVISION EDITOR ••••••••••••••••••••••. Patti Ro,.,..
CARTOONISTS •••••..• Dan Gardner, Marie Bourtecia, Bob Duneaa
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER •••••••••••• •••• •••••••••• Paul Beelunaa
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Frank Brad;r
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BUSINESS MANAGER ••••••••••• •••• •• ••••••..•••••.. .Tacll: Jeflre
·REPORTERS ••••••••••••• , ••.•.••••.••••• Jim lzanee, Ricb Aren...
Steve SlaDia, John Hoernem~, Pllil
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(Contin11eJ /rom Page One)

Faculty Reactions to NCR
foolishly. Still I retain the live- teaching of the Church clear
liest sentiment that the loss o{. enough. However, it might well
my faith and religious know!- be that the d e 1 a y in further
, edge would cl'ipple my reason teaching is causing more harm
.with the consequence that, as a ., than good. But the delay could
. human, I would n~itber know be unavoidable; to judge on that
what to think not· what to do.
I would need much more evi"Reason can and does lead to dence than I now possess.''
opposite conclusions about contt·aception. The wise differ among·
themselves, They differ, I believe, because of differing unprovable assumptions bearing on
the relation or person and nature
and the relation of the human
pet·son to the mind of God. The
unprovable assumption of argument ought to be self-evident.
But if men can come to the selfel'ident in time, is it not reasonable to supposs that they will
feel that there is a certain degree of choice to be exercised
as they stl'ive to surmount the
confusion engendered by principles to which they are unaccustomed? It seems reasonable to
me and consonant with the certainty that naturely known principles are not matters of choice
when they are understood.
"To conclude: I am hopeful
that the Church's dialogue with
the Holy Spirit will result in
our possessing a keener natural
light to discern the unprovable."

• Rev. W. Henry Kenney, S ..J.,
chairman of the Department of
Philosophy, declared: "Long before the recent, reasonably public
debate within the Catholic community on birth-control, I felt
that the question was both so
serious and so complex that my
conscience needed to be informed
by a trustworthy teacher. (If one
judges that this is intellectually
lazy or somehow dishonorable,
consider the extent of our "age
()f consultants"- bank-building
consultants, traffic safety consultants, investment consultants,
etc., etc.) I take the Ecumenical
Council and/or the Pope as such
a teacher.
"Accordingly, I am not ready to
second some recent letters to the
editor: 'If the Pope doesn't apJirove birth-control, I will leave
the Church,' or 'If the Pope appt·oves birth-control, I will leave
the Church.' I am waiting to see
nne like: 'No matter what the
Pope decides and teaches, I'm
slick in&".' Which r e m I n d s me
strongly of .John 6, 68-70--('To
whom will we .ro?') and that
'man for all seasons• who staked
his life on the supreme authority
of Christ's Vicar.
"Having t·ead the recently published papel's ()( the Papal Comn1ission on Birth-Control, I feel
the need of praying insistently
for the Holy Spirit's guidapce of
Christ'a Vicar as he deliberates
and decides this tbont7 question.
and for myself I feel even more
the need to be 1uiclecl by the
Pope'a authoritative tetlchinl. In
•hort. I dOA't begin to know aU
the answers, nor do I have the
time and energy to investi1ate
all questions sldllcienUy. Despite

other YOiees, I think the ,......

• Rev. Vincent C. Horrigan,
S.J., commented: "Of course, I am
in favor of birth control. To consider that either an individual or
a society is free to bring human
persons into the world without a
most serious responsibility to see
to their proper nourishment and
education is clearly irrational and
immoral. The startling incre;Jse
or illegitimate births and family
failures in our countr·y, with disastrous results to the children
involved, cannot possibly be justified by an appeal to so-called
'sexual freedom' which abdicates
personal responsibility. A country
that blithely produces offspring
far beyond its resources to care
for them in a human way cannot escape blame. Any tremendous power, be it atomic m· sexual,
demands rational, moral control.
"Unfortunately, we are all too
inclined to approach the control
of the atom and of sex in an emotional and even hysterical m·1 nner. The recent sensationalism
•ver &be publleatlon of the reports of tbe Papal Commission
seems lar~eJy irrelevant. That a
member of the Commission sold
hls honor lor $10,000, as has been
bruited about. Is net doubt saddenial'. bat Is el - peat si~rnift
eaaee. Nor was there anythln~r In
the reporb tlla& was especially
new w strikln&": the diseusslon
has been proeeedln~r alon~r the
•me IIDes for 110me time,
"What concerns me more is
the methodology adopted in most
of our public discussions. Surely
a question of such seriousness
and complexity cannot be solved
by a random sampling of 'ayes'
and 'no's.' Must we not first do
the hard work of asking some
basic questions?
"Do the methods of control involve a moral question'! If so,
how does one go about solving
a moral question? Is there a divine law involved here and how
can it be discovm·cd?
"Are we prepared to accept t!te
logieal eonelasions of our solution? (And logieal eonclusions do
have a way, sooner or later, of
appearing in practice.) It there is
no reeopitlon of moral or divine
law, soelety uiUmately will be
based on the law of police force,
Are we prepared to aecept the
proposal that &be state must deeide who may have ehlldren and
llow man:p &bt!7 •ay have! It
tbere Is no IDtrlnsle eonnee&ion
•tweea tile . . •I .es anclcenent._, will we apee that loclcallr t11en .. . . laulleraUtr 111

~li&J'•

....._y, •

"We are concerned here with
the whole view of human life
and its destiny in time and eternity. I am not certain of a totally
satisfactory solution to our present problems, but surely a simplistic expedienc.v is not the answer."
• Rev. George A. Cun-an, S ..J.,
associate professor of philosophy,
offered the following criticl~m:
"The editors of The National
Catholic
Reporter
effectively
demonstrated their contempt for
the dignity and authority of the
Pope by printing the private papers of a consultative commission.
"With respect to the substance
of the data published, there is no
argument or special information
that was not previously available.
Certain aspects of the problem
are, however, clarified by the position papers. There at•e two separate issues. One is the question
of the validity or h'reformable
chnracter of past pap a 1 pronouncements on the subject of
contraception and the second is
the determination as to w h a t
Natural Law arguments prove or
displ'Ove the morality of various
contraceptive procedures. T h e
second question cannot be considered apart from a total mot·al
philosophy of human sexuality.
"There is urgent need for an
authoritative statement from the
Pope on both of these issues. Until the Pope speaks, any form of
artifl.cial eontraception is gravely
immoral. In sut>h a future statement, I do not see the possibility
of condoning any procedure that
involves direct, even though
temporary, sterilization or dii·ect
murder by the use of an abortifacient."

Experts Discuss
Abortion and Law
An attorney, a psychiatt·ist and
an obstetrician will make up a
panel of experts to discuss "Abortion and the Law" Thursday, May
18, for a Xavier Uni\·ersity Natural Law Society program. T~-~
pt"Ogram will begin at 8:00 p.m.
in the University Center Theater
and is free to the public.
Panelists will be Robert E.
Manley, partner in the law firm
of Beirne, Wirthlin & Manley;
Dr. Charles D. Feuss, psychiatrist; and Dr. R i c h a r d T. F.
Schmidt, obstetrician.
Chairman for the evening will
be C. Robert Beirne, a vice president of the Cincinnati Bar Association and chairman of the association's committee on relations with the medical academy.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SOCIETY,$ TRAINING PROGRAM
Enables Students to Averace

$1 ,500.00 for the Summer
•
•
•
•

SCHOLARSHIPS
CUARANTEED INCOME
CONTESTS
FUN
Apply to Mr. StaHord

1717 SeCtiM ..... Suite A-1'

any

•&her perversictn?

11 A.M. te J P.M.

NEWLY-APPOIN'l'ED COUNCIL CIIAIRI\IEN pose after the rcc:nt
Student Council inauguration ceremonies. Named by President-elect
Bob Joseph were, from left: Student Spil'itual Welfar·e Committe!!!
Chairman Bill Bauman, Chief Justice of the Student Review Buant
Tom Dakoske, Athletic Committee Chairman Joel Mullc, Social C.Jmmittee Chairman JetTY Belle, Clerk of Council Patty LaGran·.c. the
first female on Council.
-News (Kelley)- Pltot!J

New Council Takes Office,

Installs Committee Ileads
By I•HIL SCII!\HDT, News Reporter

Xavier's new Student Council put itself in motion last
Sunday with the solemn swearing-in of Doh Joseph as
president. Everylhing rolled along smoothly unlil roll eall
was taken and it was discovered that two coundl members were missing. The old council made an official exit
with Tom Hermes' farewell address in which he declared,
"Council can have what it wants as long as it knows what
it wants."
Fred Schaden (Pres. '68) in
an effort to initiate action on his
proposed platfot·m, sought funds
for his mortgaged class to enable them to have a Senior Week
in October. Lin us Bielauskas
(R. '70) volunteered to present
to council a study concerning
methods of quickly conducting
opinion polls on major questions
involved in Council.
.Jerry Belle will bead the Social Committee; Joel 1\'lulle is
taking· over the Athldic Committel'; Bill Bauman will direct the
Sturlent Spiritual Welfare (~om
mittee; and Tom Dakt)Ske was
apJJOinted to be Chief Justice of
the Student Review Board. Continuing on as Treasurer fot· hi<;
second term is Ray Depaulo
(R. '68). For the first time in
its history, a ~irl has entered
Student Couucil with Patty LaGrange assumiug the PGSition of
Clet·k of Council,
Council took strides toward
expanding X a v i e r' s opinions
throughout the stale when Joseph introduced a petition to
Council for an appropriation of
fifty do!lars to send representa-

tives to the Ohio Collegiate Conference at Western Reserve University in Cle\•eland which was
called to find out the opinions
of Ohio colleges on the war irt
Vietnam. There is to be n<•
adoption of a pro or a con stand
as such. The Conference is to
function only as a method of exposing ideas and opinions. Pr2s,
Joseph said that although the
delegates will nnt oWciall.'· b~
voicing the opinions or their
schools here at Xa\·icr ;1 poll
will be taken sn th~l the rcprt'·
scntatives will kn<l\\' ho\\. lhe
student body feel~. and c;111 tl u3
voice their opinions more l'ffecli\·ely.
The most important item nn
the agenda for next week's mc~~t
ing (Sunday, May 14, 7::!0 p.m.,
Cash Room) is the nominalion
and appointment of the Chairman of the Council Speakers
Com m itt e e. This year the
committee spent about $1200.
It is hoped with Council holding
a comfortable balance of $HOOO,
that this amount can be significantly increased.

.TERRY HUGHES- Representing

HOCKS BUICK COMPANY
3330 READING ROAD

NEW AND USED CARS
Business: 961-3300

-PHONES-

DRINK
THE MILK
WITH THE
DELICIOUS
DIFFERENCE
IN TASTE!

Borne: 321-7109
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AN INSIDE LOOK AT COACH HAWK
II:J CHRIS NICH(,)LINI, News Sporls Reporter

When a baseball team compiles a 20-7 record against
major competition ~JiiJe operating on a limited budget,
It has to have more going for itself than good luck or
Its players' good Jooks. Xavim·'s diamond success may be
attributed to expert, dedicated coaching, outstanding effort of the ballplayers, and of course "the horses." The
Musldes do have a good amount of talent on which they
tnay build.
The Xavier baseball fortunes
:have been in the hands of Mr.
,Joe Hawk since 1964. Mr. Hawk,
a 33-year vctct·an of coaching,
began coaching in 1935 on the
Knothole League scale. In 1938,
1\Ir. Hawk coached his first
Am0rican Legion game, as head
man at Cincinnati's F r c n c h
Bauer-Bentley Post. Mr. Hawk's
1ucccss here was more than fair,
lls he coached the Bentley Post
to fine American Legion National Championships, in 1944,
1947, 1952, and 1958. When asked
'vho he felt to be the best ballplayer he coached at Bentley,
Hawk would only respond by
liaying "Nine fellows I coached
made the majors." They themlielves made the teams, the champions that they were. "Among
these nine major leaguers are
ex-Red Moundsmen Herm Wehnlicrer (known only to the eldest
Topps collectors) Jim Brosnan,
another ex-Red Hurler as well as
an author; fiery Don Zimmer,

Boston catcher Russ Nixon, Dick
Drott, a first season sensation
for the Cubs, Mcts' Art Mahaffey, and Washington bonusbaby Eddie Brinkman.

EspecialJy lauded by Coach
Hawk were Jerry Federle, Tom
Higgins, Rich Donnelly and Tim
O'Connell and John Tepe. Federle, with a record of 2-2 is
pitching under the handicap of
the effects of childhood polio.
Higgins, originally a catcher, was
praised by Hawk for making the
complicated switch from the
catcher's position to win the
regular third base job. "A real
clutch performer" is how Coach
Hawk labeled O'Connell. "Tim
does a fine job at first base,
and then came in to beat UC."
Little more can be said of Donnelly than "come see him play
baseball." Rich embodies the
meaning of the word "hustle."
Tepe looks like a good one."
These words of the Muskie
skipper are well backed up when
one sees John's season stat's of
3-1 and 1.62 ERA. Coach Hawk
emphasized that "eight ot· ten
boys have a chance to make pro
ball, not necessarily to star,
stick, or even make the majors,
but the chance is there."

Coaeh Jla.wk insists that the
"boys are the reason for our fine
record." lie cited that fact thai
the squad has been working out
daily since St. Valentine's Day
as proof of the boys desire and
love of b a s e b a II. They often
worked on an irregular schedule
as their practices often had to
be manipulated around basketball practices and other fieldbouse activities. The fine record
has been achieved In spite of Injuries to Joe Geraci (knee), hard
What's ahead for the Muskiest
hitting shortstop, and bill ace Often being asked about Xavier's
Steve Slania (separated should- cbance for an NCAA bid, Coach
er). Both players although not Hawk simply declared "We're
at peak efficiency have been hoping." Xavier's record does
able to perfonn. Geraci is batting compare favorably wl&h recent
over .350 in llmtled service and at large berth winners, but with
Slania's 2-2 with a 2.5 ERA.
eleven scheduled games left to

he Jtla~d no& maeh else eaa
he done but ''hope." Ye& to be
faced are ll&&le but migbt:r Indiana Central (two-time eonquerors of Purdue) In a double·
lleader, a home and home serlea
with powerful MAC member
Ohio U., led b~ McKinney (one
01 the USA's leadln~t hitters),
erosstown l'ival UC in tbe an-

Dual faanll,.

da~

pme, and MI-

ami Valle:r toe, Miami U.
Coach Hawk has been pleased
with support shown the team bu\
also remarked "we can't gd
Coo much."
The baseball team also obtain&
much ol their own financial sup-

port.

BOW TO GET A'S
IN ALL YOUR FINAL EXAMS
In today's column, the last of the school year, I don't
intend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective many
times throughout the year, but this time it's on purpose.)
The hour is wrong for levity. Final exams are looming.
Have you got a chance? I say yes! I say America did
not become the world's foremost producer of stove bolts
and cotter pins by running away from a fight!
You will pass your finals! How? By studying. How? By
learning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the science of memory aids, was, as we all
know, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemon
in 526 B.C. (This, incidentaJiy, was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also invented the house
cat, the opposing thumb, and, most important, the staircase. Before the staircase people were forced wiJiy-niJJy
to Jive out their lives on the ground floor, and many grew
cross as bears. EspeciaiJy Demostbenes who was elected
Consul of Athens six times but never served because he
was unable to get up to the office of the Comm: c;sioner of
Oaths on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's
staircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor < 1.sy as pie
·-to Athens' sorrow, as it turned out. Democ 'tenes, his
temper shortened by years of confinement to e ground
floor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a se1
of senseless wars with the Medes, the Persians, :; : the Los
Angeles Rams. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise.)

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which
are nothing more than aids to memory-little jingles to
help you remember names, dates, and places. For example:

Columbus sailed the ocean blue
In fourteen httndred ninety two.

See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for
instance, came after Columbus's discovery of America? ·
The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:

Sam1tel Adams {lang the tea.
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.

XAVIER'S 1967 BASEBALL TEAM-Seated, lto r.: John Peterson, Gary Shephard, John Tepe, Jerry
Federle and Steve Slania; kneeling, I. tor.: Denny Martin, Jim Woerner, Wally Gorka, Dick Fiehrer, Tim
O'Connell and Denny Kirtland; 3rd row, standing, 1. tor.: Coach Joe Hawk, Rich Donnelly, Mike Tensing,
Jim Hoff, Mike Gundy, Tom Breving, Dan Hollman and Jim Griffin; 4th·row, standing, I. tor.: Manager
Joe Libis, Joe Geraci, Jerry Schwarz, John Keenan, Rich Clifford, Tom Higgins and Tim Rooney.

Intramural Activilies on XU Cantpus
The tennis tournament is now
being played, whenever the tennis courts are available.
The horseshoe tournament will
be held on the 15th, 16th, and
17th of May.
The archery tournament was
:held on Tuesday, May 9. The tef;u!ts of this tournament are listed
below.
The intmmural softball leagues
are experiencing difficulty during our wet weather recently. If
1he schedule cannot be completec.l, the trophies will be a\'iarded
to the teams with the best percentage.
Entries are being taken for an
Individual championship t r a c k
meet. Events will include the
100-yard dash, shot put, discuss,
broad jump and mile run. Points
will be awarded the first three

places in each event. The man
who scores the most total.points
will be awarded the first place
championship trophy._ Awards
will also be given to the second
and third place finishers.
First: Dave Dube--score of 132.

Second: Letcher Gray- score
of 122.
Third: Mark Singleton- score
of 98.
Fourth: Charlie Kline.
Fifth: Mark Hardin.
Sixth: Mike Moone.

"SPORTS CAR MINDED?"
Come out to our unique sports car center and • • •
I. SELL YOUR CAR •••
Z. BUY ONE OF OURS, NEW OR USED • • , or,
3. HAVE US SERVICE YOUR IMPORTED BEAUTY.
Our reputation Is based on espcrt, dedicated service for
.ALL makes and models of Imported cars. Tr:v 1111 ••• sooo.

AUTOSPORT, INC.
Cincinnati's

Excl~tsive

AIJa Romeo Dealer

8635 Montcomery Road
Clpetl Melllf.,, W.......,, ... frill' 'til

Phone 793·0090
t P.M.

(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boe• ··n Harbor
until 1801 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to •. Jlland for
Alaska and two line backers.)
But I digress. Let's get back. to mnemonics. Like this:

In nineteen hundred si:ety seven
Personna Blades make shaving hea·ven.
I mention Personna because the makers of Personna

Super Stainless Steel Blades are the spons• ,.s of this
eolumn. If I may get a little misty in this, the 11 .:al column
of the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure working
for Personna? May I say further that it's been an even
greater pleasure working for you, the undrrgrads of
America? You've been a most satisfactory auc: ;ence, and
I'm going to miss you this summer. In fact, I'd ask you
aU to come visit me except there is no access t<' my room.
The makers of Personna, after I missed severn· deadlines,
walled me in. I have no doors or windows-only .· ·- mail slot.
I slip the columns out; they slip in Personn· .. and such
food as can go through a mail slot. (For t~ ! past six
months I've been living on after dinner mints '
I am only having my little joke. The makers c Personna
have not walled me in, for they are good ar. : true and
gleaming and constant-as good and true an<' gleaming
and ~onstant as the blades they make-and I ''· ~h to state
publicly that I will always hold them in the higi .!lt esteem,
no matter how my suit for back wages comes c t.
And so, to close the year, I give you one last l.~ncmonic:

Stucly ha·rd and pass ~vith honors
And always shave 1vith good Pe~·~onnors!

• * *

©tOG~ Ma" Shulm-

periiOIUffl ami Per1onraa'• parlraer in '"~"' ·' •hovin1,
Bllrn&ti·Simv~, regular or menlhol, hove enjD ,"ed briotC•
ing yort another year oJ Mo~'• uneen110red aml uninhib-

itetl col11mn. fie than/c yor& /or 1Upporling OUr produd•;
tDe wi•h you luelc in four e.¥am• un4 in all your oll1er

enlerprile..

-··

-·~
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XU Spring Ball Finale

IP hitey Ploscik

ATilOS
SOOCEit
There has been a tremendous advertising attempt by television
t() sell soccer to th17 American viewing public. Last Sunday a.fternoon,
I was able for the first time to catch a glimpse of the action during
a game between St. Louis and Chicago at Busch Stadium.
The game was exciting to me but only when the action was
situated directly in front of or near either goal. Other than this, the
only other commendable features of soccer are tire skillful moving
of the ball the length of the field with the feet and the remarkable
condition the players must be in to withstand the rigors of the game.
I would still prefer America} football, even though I am admittedly basing my judgement on the vie:wing of only one contest. It
.seems to me that the true physicalness of football-the thud of the
ball carrier plunging into the middle of the line pursued by the
nimble, sturdy fingers of the tree-like linemen and t-he stadiumechotng cracking of a deferu;ive p!l:'yer meeting an opponent face to
face, flesh to flesh-this music to the ears of football devotees was
noticeably lacking last Sunday.
I do not: believe that soccer will catch on as it has in Europe
where stadiums are jammed with over hundreds of thousands of
fans. The basis for this conviction is precisely what the referee of
the game said when he was interviewed at half-time of the contest.
When asked how does American soccer compare with the soccer in
Europe he stated that it was equal to that played by teams in the
second division in England. The American public is therefore not
viewing soccer at its best. It would be similar to sending a minor
league team from either the Pacific Coast or International League
to the British Isles and say this is baseball. It would be baseball, but
not at its highest quality and caliber.
This summer should be very interesting as to whether soccer
succeeds or fails. If it succeeds, I wonder how much the effect and
power of television advertising had to do with it.
ROYALS
The Cincinnati Royals announced recently the signing of former
University of Cincinnati Bearcat Coach Ed Jucker as head coach,
Mr. Jucker without a doubt was an outstanding collegiate coach,
winning tv.:o national titles in his first two seasons and missing a
third only in an overtime loss to Loyola.
Any wizardry that Mr. Jucker possesses will be called upon frequently during the upcoming season as the Royals barely beat out
the New York Knicks for third place last campaign. The Knicks
were definitely bolstered when they signed one of the all-time greats
in collegiate basketball- the incomparable Bill Bradley.
The Royals' basic problem is the lack of a big adequate center.
Connie Dierking nor Walt Wesley seems to be the answer and big
Mel Daniels of New Mexico was drafted with the idea of using him
as a forward. If the Cincinnati team hopes to improve, this position
must be raised up to the standards of the National Basketball Association.
One more comment I would like to inject, is that that one reason
for the poor showing, of the Royals in recent years is that they
drafted poorly. They drafted Tom Thacker and George Wilson, former
Bearcat greats, but flops in the professional ranks. The reason behind these draftings probably will never be known but the effects
of them are being felt now.

The underdog Blue team defeated the Whites 10-6 last
Wednesday night before 600 fans at the XU Stadium. Included among these fans were a large assortment of collegiate and high school coaches.
The Blues held on to their
tight victory by stopping the
Whiles on the one yard line on
the game's final play.
The only scoring in the first
half came on a 20-yard field
goal late in the second quarter
by Mario Bolanoo, the CostaRican soccer-style kicker. This
gave the Blues a 3-0 lead.
The Blues threatened mid-way
in the third period, but a dropped
pass in the end zone cost them
a TD, Tom Kiebach, however,
intercepted an AI Ippolito pass
to set the Blues up again a short

-------------time later. It set the stage for a
nifty 40-yard scamper by Juniot·
Phil Charmoli who started over
left tackle and then cut outside
and outran the secondary, The
Blues added the extra point to
make it 10-0.
In the middle of the final
period, Bill Waller, Junior scatback, cut over the right side on
a quick opener, shook off one
tackler and sprinter) 58 yards to
paydirt. The extra point attempt
failed.
The score was 10-6 and the

Whites staged a strong rally at
the end o! the game. They drove
52 yards to the Blue 16. On the
last play of the game, Quarter•
back Ippolito trapped while trying to pass, scampered brilliantly
to free himself and h~aded for
the score. He travcll~d all the
way to the one before being
stopped.

The Spring" awards were ]tre•
sented to: Ray Blunk, best of•
fensive lineman; John Kassel·
man, best defensive lineman;
Steve B;~iley, b c s t defensive
back; Ty Anthony, best o-ffensive
back; Bob Verchek, most ag~:•·cs
sive ddensive back; and Tom
Krallma.o, most aggressive line·
man.

COLLEGE MEN-RESIDENCE and WORK
Private Cottage at Woodmar Farm on the Ohio River at Coney
Island, available June 15 for four college men to perform
supervisory work for board and room; to do part-time tutoring, driving, and maintenance. Good food in dining room,
bowling, gymnasium, recreation on beautiful grounds. Write
immediately to • • •

MR. PAT FURLONC, WOODMAR FARM
274 Su&too Avenue

Cincinnati, Ohio 45230

and now •••

!:

JADE i
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CORAL

A NEW AFTER SHAVE

a

COLOGNE

Ice-cold Coca-Colo makes any campus"get-together" a party. Coca-Cola has the
taste you never get tired of ••• always refreshing. That's v... y things go beHer
with Cake ••• after Coke ••• after Coke.
..._....., .. ....,., .. c..c.c..,.r•lll

ne Coca-Cola

(D

Bottlin& Works Company, Cincin1. '~Ohio
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MALIK: PROBLEMS AND HOPE·;
BJ' JIM AllANDA, Newa llaaac... IE•a.

In his address at the McDonald Library Dedication cere·
monies last Sunday, Charles Malik, past president of the
United Nations General Assembly and the Security Couneil, exposed both the problems facing the modern world
and the signs of hope brightening our strife-tom society.
He listed the war in Vietnam,
tlle release of nuclear energy,
the population explosion, international justice to underprivileged nations in Asia and Africa,

'

and scientific and spiritual re•
sources, can nevertheless really
feel with and help one anothet·.
This is not a matter of cha..-ity,

..

CHARLES MALIK, past president of the United Nations General
and the Security Council, and spealrer at the McDonald llemorJal
Library dedication, is shown receiving an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree from President Paul L. O'Connor.
-Newa (KelleJI) Phot~

·•

and widespread rebelliousness of"
youth as some of the difficult
problems we must deal with.
The picture Malik painted was
not one of total blackness; we do
have our elemenls or hope: tbe
limited scope of &he Southeast
Asian eonflict, &be power and
pron1ise of science, the ·freedom
or nations to shape &heir owa
destiny, and the dissatisfaction
of the under-25 generation with
their world. Dr. Malik pointed to
the new era of unity a11d fellowship amon~ churches as the
greatest hot•e of the modct·n
world, and ultimately the basis
of all othet• hopes.
In addition to Vietnam, Malik
mentioned "eight situations or
vnrying degrees of criticalness,"
such as the Arab-Israeli state ot
latent war, the Turko-Grcck conflict over Cyprus, and the persisting tensions between India
and China.
lie went on to say that "in
all this the United Nations appear·s helpless.••. Those of us
who had a hand in founding
it and carrying it through its first
golden decade are frustrated a&
its chronic impotence."
In reference to Red China,
Malik said, "Every other problem
pales into utter insighificance
before this. Peollle waste their
time in sporting with other things
which seem to them importantbut China is the challenge to
which they should respond with
all their might."
Dr. Malik made clear the rel•
evance of the "struggle of the
hopeless" in Asia and Africa in
light of the fast-evolving global
nature of Western society. "One
of the deepest problems facing
mankind is bow differently situ•
ated peoples, as to their material

Savage to Speak

At Phil-,Meeting
This SwuJay n i g h t, May 14.
Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J., will
address the X. U. Philosophy
Club. The subject of Fr. Savage's
talk will be philosophy, art and
the thesis novel. All those who
are interested may attend. The
time will be 7:30 p.m. in the Uni·
yerstiy- Center, iD Ule HeaUa

Room.

nor a matter of winning their
friendship, nor even a matter of
just warding off their danger;
this is the radical political-cul·
tural-metaphysical question of
how different states and cultures, .
with wholly different dynamisms,
can be tolerably related to each

other in a wholly new world in
which everybody bas almost suddenly become evecybod7 else's
next-door neighbor."
And so while "it is not strange
therefo1·e to be discouraged and
dismayed," atill "there are man7
things for which we can truth•
fully thank God!' The first area
when' hope can be seen is in
Vietnam. "We can be thankful
because the war in Vietnam has
so far been localized. It may
be intensified further but thet·e
at·e good reasons for believing
it will not spread ..•. The wide·
spread will to peace will sooner
or later bring about peace-but
not at the pl'ice of honot• and
principles."

hopeful looking forward and
pressing forward to a better
world .••• The only question is:
Who is going to capture _them?
What ideas, what convictions,
what spirit, is going to captivate
them?"

&WIJ' fi'OID PI'OCHSI aDd e•JIHIment, bat at &lie same time neYer
'llle&rayiDc .... teste.~ ... ....
. . . e&enal."
While youth is rebellious, stUl
it is the chief hope of the modern world. ''The7 are dissatisfied
with the state of things be·
queathed to them-and thank
God they are. , , • I visit many
Wliversity campuses in the Unit•
ed States and Canada, and everywhere I go I find magnificent
specimens of humanity - I find
health, vigor, sh·engtb, serious•
ness, concern, honest seeking, a

In closing Dr. Malik spoke of
the new changes taking place io
the Christian churches. All other
signs of hope are mere "superficial · optimism by comparison.
••. w·e witness today a veritable
explosion of the Holy Spil'it. It
cet·tainly points to unity and
union in the end.

Tapers.

Dr. Malik durinl' his years
wltb UN bas seen the process
of nations liberatinl' themselves
and beeominl' independent and
respensible I'Overninl' . b o d i e s.
"T.be laet that virtually every
people and everJ' nation now
bollls its destiny in its owa hands
Is eause for patUude and rejolelnc. No matter how relative
and limited independence and
freedom are, still it Is wonderful
to take all &he eredit J'Oarsell,
and &e be responsible for the
blame, In this way alone dicnity, ·
resPMaSibUi&J', l'row&b, ~telf-re
apect, and self-reliance eome into belnl'. And a world in wbieb
these tbincs aboand in the ifttertional order is a better world."
.llleladetl amoq Malik's elemeata of hope are tlae Western

Play it smart in tho trim ivy
styling of A-1 Tapers slacks I
Thare•s a gallery of sharp
NO-IRON fabrics and now
colors for guys who
insist on tiM authentic I
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App~~~hia

Expert to Speak:
"Yesterday's People" Author
Rev. Jack E. Weller will close tbe program Wedne~~day,
May 17,. of a 'Very successful . first year for the Student
Council Speakers Committee.
Rev. Weller is a Presbyterian
Jllinister CW'rently working in
the Appalachian town of Hazard
in Perry County, Kentucky, Edu~ated and ordained in the .East,
. Rev. Weller has !~pent the last
ten years working among the
Jl(lverty-stricken people of West
Virginia and Eastern Kentucky.
Rev. Weller's present title is
Jllinister-at-large.
· The Jll'esldential lll'imary or
:1860 In West Vlr~lnia, ueordinc
Weller, marked Ole be-

.. .R"·

leave the hills ancf look lor work
in the cities, they find themselves
unable to lit into their new soeiety and soon fall into the ranks
of the poor with little hope for
the future.
"Yesterday's People" indudes
analyses of every aspect of Appalachian life: the still evident
ties with their Scotch-Irish aneestry (after two h u n d red
years!); the stoicism and pessimism of their religion and folk
songs; and an the aspects of the
dilemma now facing them as
they are forced to ronform to
a dominant cultural pattern.
Tbe title of Rev. Weller's ialk
Wednesday wUI be "The Coate m p o r a r y Appalachian" in
wbieh he will try to make elear
the problems outlined in "Yesterday's People" and tbe ehallen~e
lor the future laeinc &bese people and tbe entire nation.
Rev. Weller's talk will be at
1:30 Wednesday ill the Theatre.

.REV. JACK E. WELLE&
• • • Appalachia Apostle
cbt•inc of a new era In Souther.
AppalaeJIIa. Willi tile eleetiou •f
Prealdeat &enaed7 and tlte establt.hmeat of the War oa Pov•ty under Presldeat .Johnso11 the
-tire nat~n bas beeome aware
or aad eoltftrned about these
people who have been isolated
and poverb-strlcllen lor tbe iasl
two buadred yean.
This new era has seen the publication of two major books on
the problems of Appalachia. One
is "Night Comes to the Cumberlands" by Harry Caudill and the
Mher is Rev. Weller's own book,
"Yesterday's People."
Unlike CaudiJl's book which
discusses the exploitation of ApJ)alachia by outside lumber and
eoal mining interests, "Yesterday's People" is a sociological
11tudy of the people of Appa•
lachia. Rev. Weller, as a clergyman, has become, by living and
working with the people, aware
tlf and interested in the people
and their relation to the entire
American way of life.
Rev. Weller's thesis is that th~
J!EOple of Appalachia are exactly
what the title of the book states
-yesterday's people. He states
that they have remained isolated
in mountain hollows for two
hundred years while the ·mainatream of American life has
moved ahead through industriali•
aation into a time-centered and
ebject-centered way of life. And,
now that they are forced to

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3811 Jlontromerr ~
EVANSTON
One Block Soutb of Dena
Few BIGelu North of the Dorrr

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4·HOUR SEIIVIC. •

MIKE'S
Barber Shop
C1J•del' New M•••e•eat)
Mon~~Jomery Rd.
At Clenea7

3858
Jaat I

•I••· fwo•

all :Xnler Der••

Special Discount
'l'eAIIS'aYIIr...._..

Just · Show Your J.D.

can

Rev. Weller will also spend some
time for informal discussion in
the Grill after the talk for all
those interested.

Pre.-vacation
offer.
All the travelers checks you want-up to $5,000 worthfor a fee of just $200• At banks everywhere, during May only.
You can 1ave real money by
buyin• Fint Natioaal- City
Tnvelen Checlu aow few your
•ummer vacatioa trip. React
how.
Normally travelers checks carry
a fee <>fa penny a dollar. It costs $1
for $100 worth of checks, $2 for
$200, $10 for $1,000, and so forth.
Now, during May only, you can
buy any amount you need - up to
$5,000 worth - for only $2, plus
the face value of the checks. You
could save up to $48. {For Jess than
$200 worth, of course, the fee is less
than$2.)
If you're planning a trip to
Europe, what you save from this
offer could pay for an extra day on
the Rhine. Or dinner and Shakeepeare at Stratford.
Or a patch of araa at the Newport Jazz Festival, if you're stayina
doeer to home.

Welcomed everywhere
First National City Bank haa
been in the traveler• check business for 63 yeara. Our chec:k• are
known and accepted in more than
a million place• throuahout the

world - airlines, car rental agencies, steamship lines, hotels, motels, restaurants, stores, etc.
You can spend them as easily at
le DrutStore as at the drucstore.
And they're just as convenient on
a weekend trip as on a worJ.d tour.
Faat refund in case of los•
The greatest advantage of First
- National City Travelers Checks is
that you get your money back
· .promptly if they're lost or stolen.
We've built a security network of
25,000 banking offices around the
world where you can get lost
checks refunded fast. On the spot.
How do you find the nearest' re·
fund offices? In the Continental
U.S., call Western Union Operator
25. Abroad, we've supplied every
principal hotel with a list of the
nearest oftices.
No wonder we're called the
Maximum Security travelers check.
Buy now, travel later
Buy your travelers check. now
- at a savina- and use them later.
·Many peopl~, in fact, keep eome
travelers checka on .hand as insur·
uce111inlt the day when they may
need~ in ... enaeqency.

Offer 1eod only in U.S. and
Puerto Rico, May 1· 31, 196 7
Never before has such complete
protection for your cash been so
inexpensive. So act fast. Get your
summer supply of First National
City Travelers Checks now. They
can be bought at most banks and
lc1Vings institutions.
If your vacation money is in your
local bank and you won't be home
until after May. 31, you can still
take advantage of this offer. Just
mail this ad to your parents and ask
them to send your money to you.
Note to all banks and
aavings institution•
During the month of May, we're
making this unusual introductory
offer to your customers at no cost
to you. Your customer gets the saving, but you earn your normal commission.

First
National City
Travelers Checks
...,...,., FedHal Dtpoth lnouran<c Corporad-.
e 1!167 ftler N..leloal City Bank, New y.,...

..........
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ASHMORE. DEFENDS THE .CAmOLIC UNIVERSITY , .BJ' liM IZANEC, News Reporter

"The Catholic university, because of its commitment
to truth and to the academic freedom which protects its
genuine pursuit of that truth, must not only tolerate but
positively encourage critical inquiry in any area not safely
secured in a harbor of infaiJibility, whether that area be
philosophical, scientific or theological"
Dr. Robert Ashmore thus con-

eluded at last Friday's FAST
that a university can be Catholic.
"It is when the Catholic univerlity refuses to do this that one
may reasonably ask, 'Can a university be Catholic?'"

FAST-TALKER ASHMORE

'.

Philosopher Ashmore developed descriptions of a university,
a Catholic university, academic
freedom, and truth for the 25
faculty and adminish·ation members and the 50 students present. He also discussed the commitment of a Catholic university.
and intellectual honesty at the
undergraduate level.
The question and answer buU
session which followed lasted for
more than an hour and ranged
over topics such as "Why is there
a Catholic university?" "What is
faith?" "How is what one believes known with cel'titude?"
and "S h o u 1 d philosophy be
taught similarly to theology?"
"A university," be&'an Dr. Ash·
Jllore, "is a voluntary association of scholan and leamers
:mutually conunitied to the pursuit and e omm u n ie a t1 on

ef

_ __;;._..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

iruth." A Catholic university is
such an assoelaUon: however, it
considers I t s e I f "possessed of
some truth, namely, that which
God has revealed, and this lar«eJy tbrot~Kh His son, and which
has been entrusted to the care of
Ills church.''
This Catholic commitment in
faith is "clearly no compromise"
with the university pursuit of
truth, Dr. Ashmore sees it as "an
assent of the mind to some of
what it universally pursues." It
is not at odds with academic
freedom.
"Academic freedom as I understand it, is the right to engage,
without external restraints, in
this intellectual vocation to truth
(at the university), ••• It is a
necessary condition for the pursuit of truth. My mind must have
freedom for the sake of truth."
However, Dr. Ashmore observes that when one's mind
finds truth, it m us t accept it.
"When my mind is compelled by
the evidence to accept the truth
ot something, the only freedom
I can be said to lose is the in. determinacy of a mind in ignorance .••• That loss of freedom is the VCl'Y purpose of a university."
Thus comparing. the qualities·
of a university and a Catholic
university, Dr." Ashmore reasons,
"To be committed as an institution to the pursuit of all truth
is not, therefore, incompatible
~ith the possession of some
truth."
A danC"er which some see Ia
the commitment of faith of a
~atholie university is a tendency
to undul,. lnOueace the pursuit

of truth Ia other areas. ••Eae•
discipline has Its distinctive crl•
teria of evldenee and its owa
mode of establisbinC' eoncluslo• • • The authentic pursuit or
truth in a Catholic universiiy
requires this autonomy of disci·
plines."
Dr. Ashmore feels that no student entering college today is so
unsophisticated that he is un•
able to formulate valid questions
and critical evaluations of intellectual problems and proposed
solutions.
"We sell short the presentday college student if we think
it possible to propose as certain
at the undergradute level what
is disputable at a graduate level."
The college student should be
introduced to "reflective inquiry."
A few of Dr. Ashmore's comments during the informal discussion were:
• A Catholic university furnishes an intellectual a r e n a
which represents Catholicism in
the a c a d em i c world. "There
should be an atmosphere which
will allow the drawing out of the
fields of study have to:wards the
beliefs of Catholicism."
• Past Student Council President Tom Hermes posed the situation: "It seems .to me that we
are being triumphalistic if we
say we have the truth. Js the
faith an intellectual assent?"
Dr. Ashmore dealt with this
situation and modifications of it
for much of the session. "Belief
has certitude. It does not allow ·
for the contradictory, • • , .The
criteria for certitude in faith
is different than that ·in chemistry ot· biology.••• For different
kinds of reality there are different criteria of evidence.''
"I. am not open to the possibility that the contradictory of
the credal propositions of my
Catholic•. commitment are true.
••• Catholics as a. Catholic university can question .their faith

MANOR HOUSE

Jn all areas except for definition•
al ·propositions such as Jesus
Christ is God. How~vcr, even
these may be questioned as to
their interpretation, for exam·pie."

• "I don't think that philos•
ophy should be taught any dif•
ferently than at any other school:
Philosophy uses reason and em~
pirical data. There is no appeal
to authority."

Family Weekend Presented;
Concert, Masque Featured
With the lawns neatly mowed,
hedges trimmed to a fine finesse,
dorms tidy and clean, and papers
and debris tucked away securely
in the giant blue and white gobblers, maintenance crews can rest
as the Xavier student body, faculty, and aqministration play
host to friends and families at
the annual Family Weekend.
This evening. the Clef Club, re•
cently returned from Expo '67 in
Montreal, will team up with the
Xavier University Band to prest:;nt a joint coneert. A reception
for parents will be held imme~
diately following. After a good
night's sleep, the gueSts get a
chance to judge for themselves
they eat breakfast at the
student cafeteria. Should anyone
c:are to work up (courage) an
appetite b«!fore breakfast, a golf
tournament has been. scheduled,
SaturdaJ' altemooD, weather
permlttlq, promises an excltin•
ball •ame betweeD the tolll'na•
ment bound Musldes and the UC
Bearcats. Rain or shine, the show
will •• on as the Masque Society
presents later on In the afternoon
"Alolll' ·the Old MJqou." Broek•
maD aDd BusmaD halls wUI also
be fea&liriD&- open house between
Z aDd 5 p.m.

as

The Xavier University Military
Department w i 11 sponsor the
President's Review and Awards
ceremony Saturday evening. A
presentation of 36 individual
awards will be made to those cadets who have excelled in the
military d~partment during the
academic school year. After the
awards have been presented in
the presence of the Very Rev.
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., Colonel
Richard Dooley, PMS, Congressman Robert A. Taft, Jr., and
Mayor Walton H. Bachrach of
Cincinnati, faculty members, and
families, the entire . ROTC Bri.;.
gade will pas5 in review in honor
of the award winners.
Following the ROTC Ceremony
a Casino Dance will be held iD
the ArmorY featuring Denny Dewitt's Band. Events will include
live gambling, a variety show,
and dancing. ·
- With the ball field sprinkled·
with candy 'wrappers, the armory
littered by · typical post-dance
debris, hedges becoming a bit
shabby, and' the gobblers full t!J
the hilt, maintenance crews wiD
return to work as families return
home after an enjoyable. weekend, and the campus returns to
normal beat.
'

GILBERT AVE. CHRYSLER·PLYIRTH, 1•.
Olfle.
BOB· McBRADY, Clau of '66, Sales Representative
1131 GObert AveDae, Claebuaati,
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C incin11ati'~· Most Modern College Student Complex. • • • Adjoin.ing tlze Campus of Xav.ier University.. ·

. ··.
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lOW OPEN FOR RENTING and LEASIIG
e
e

Less than $2.00 Per Day Per Student

EFFICIENCIES FOR TWO STUDENTS, FACULTY, CRADUATE STUDENTS
Air-Conditioned
Swimming Pool

• Parking
• Beautifully Furnished

• Equipped Kitchens
• Maid _Service....: Linens

• All utilities Provided
• Wall-to-Wall Carpetinl

SPECIALS FOR FAMILY DAY and GRADUATION
SUITES FOR TWO- NOW ACCEPTINC RESERVATIONS FOR.•••

GRADUATION WEEK-JUNE 6~8

XAVIER U. FAMILY DAY-MAY 13
FOR STUDENTS' AND GRADUATES' FAMILIES
AND FRIENDS FROM OUT OF .TOWN ...... .".

$7.50 Per: Day Per Person

...

CALL OR WRITE IMMEDIATELY
MRS. CRUIE, 3853 LEDGEWOOD DRIVE, CINCINNATI, OHIO · 45207 ·
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PHONES: 731-6505-731-5000

